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Article:

“7 Simple Steps to Corporate Fraud Prevention: A Case Study”
The shock when a victim discovers that a trusted employee - and even a friend - has stolen from him or her

is absolute. It's a feeling of betrayal and violation that strikes fear in some, grief in others and anger in
most.

In my experience, it is almost always accompanied by a sense that the victim should have known it was
going on. The evidence of theft sheds a bright light in the rear-view mirror. Patterns and circumstances
take on a clarity that contemporaneous experience obscured. Sometimes the clarity was there but for a

variety of reasons it was ignored (click here for complete article in HTML or PDF formats).

Reprinted with permission from http://i-sight.com/

 
Recent Case:

“Real Estate Fraud: How a Forensic Accountant Saves Clients Money
– With Just a Few Questions!”

Summary:
Arxis Financial was contacted to assist legal counsel in determining the validity of a fraud claim and the

best approach to credibly establishing the claim. The victim was a network of inter-related entities that
owned commercial property and undeveloped real estate. Significant cash flow from the entities was

managed and controlled by one of the owners. The allegation was that millions of dollars had been
fraudulently taken by the manager/owner. The initial contact by the law firm was to retain Arxis to do a

preliminary forensic investigation to establish the equivalent of probable cause.

Arxis Work:
In this case not a single document was reviewed. No forensic accounting was done. No damage

calculations performed. Instead, a series of simple questions established that all the elements of fraud could
be easily proven - except one. In this case, the disbursements to the owner were recorded as loans and

reported on internal financial statements and tax returns. Therefore, the core of the case would revolve
around whether the loans were authorized and whether the disclosures to the other owners over several
years constituted ratification or approval of the transactions. Significant work might eventually be done to
verify the accuracy and completeness of the accounting and to establish whether additional money was

taken through other forms (expenses, distributions, payroll, etc.).

Result:
The client was saved a lot of unnecessary accounting fees by redirecting the focus of the efforts away from

an accounting and back to a legal question that would eventually be the core of the case.

 
Speeches:

Upcoming Speaking Engagements for Chris Hamilton
January:

Chris Hamilton will speak at the San Fernando Valley Bar Association's 16th annual MCLE Marathon on
January 18, 2013. His topic will be "Understanding Financial Disclosures." This is the 3rd year that he has
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been asked to speak at this event.

Other scheduled speeches:
"Three Case Studies of Corporate Financial Fraud" -- Los Angeles, CA

"Business Valuation: Fundamentals, Techniques, and Theory" -- Salt Lake City, UT

 
Partner Profile:

Forensic Accounting Practice
The Forensic Accounting practice is headed by partner Chris L. Hamilton, CPA, CFE, CVA, DABFA. Mr.

Hamilton is a Certified Public Accountant, Certified Fraud Examiner, Certified Valuation Analyst, and a
Diplomate with the American Board of Forensic Accounting. He is a licensed life and disability insurance

agent and a General Securities Representative. Mr. Hamilton has published articles in several publications,
and has made presentations at national conferences, training institutes and seminars on topics including

forensic accounting, fraud and business appraisal.
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Clients know us for results. Opposing counsel know Arxis for wishing they had hired us.
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